SARA WARREN

FAMILY TRAVEL EXPERT
ABOUT
Ever since our little guy was born we've made it our mission to see and do as
many things as possible with him before he grows up. This love of family
friendly activities and adventure is what inspired, Travels with Tots, our
social media account that focuses on tips, ideas and suggestions for
traveling & activities with kids.
OUR STYLE
The Travels with Tots style is very real and unfiltered. Our pictures and
videos are candid but our content is concise. We approach everything from
the mindset of a busy parent and strive to be relevant, easy to grasp & bite
sized.
EXPERIENCE
Sara has been a writer & creative director specializing in kids and
family entertainment for the past decade. Her company, WhirlyGig Creative
Inc., has been responsible for countless commercials including Shopkins,
Little Live Pets and Fujifilm Instax. Sara has also been featured on Canadian
TV as a Family Travel Expert.

CONTACT
Sara Warren
travelswithtots1@gmail.com
416-951-8584
@travelswithtots

DEMOGRAPHICS
90% women, 10% men
United States, Canada, & Australia

As Seen on:

* I can only guarantee that quality of my content and can not be
responsible for the Instagram algorithm or any technical issues that
occur on the network. No guarantee of sales.
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WHAT WE OFFER
Our goal is to help brands, activities & places we love get in front of families
so they too can enjoy them. We do this via tips & tricks posts both using static
images and videos as we understand not everyone likes to consume content
in the same way. We always create a plan that best fits the need of the brand
for maximum exposure.
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SOME OF OUR PARTNERS
Walt Disney World, Disney Cruise Line, Disney Studios Canada, Canada's
Wonderland, Goldfish Swim School, Windjammer Landing, Medieval Times,
Legoland Billund, Disneyland Paris, Seaworld Orlando, Kartrite Resort,
Sherkston Shores Resort, Kalahari Resorts, Bayview Wildwood Resort , Zax's
Health Care and many others.
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